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Course Information

Instructor Information

Instructor: Alana M. Anton

Office:

Office Hours:

Office Telephone: 678.717.3744

E-mail:

Emails will be answered within 24 hours when sent during the regular 9-5 office day,

excluding holidays and weekends. I do not answer emails in the evenings, weekends, or

holidays.

Course Description

In this course, we will explore how actions, existences, and attitudes become

socially deviant. We will examine the social construction of deviant behavior, the

impact of societal responses to deviance, and processes used to control deviant

behavior. Using multiple theoretical frameworks to understand deviancey, crime,

and other taboo societal mores. We will also discuss formal and informal responses

to deviant behaviors including criminalization, stigmatization, symbolic erasure.

Additionally, this course examines particular forms of deviance including

homicide, domestic violence, mental illness, alcohol and drug abuse, sexual

deviance, property and white-collar/organized crimes.

Prerequisite

SOCI 1101/1101h or SOCI 1160/1160h

Textbook, Course Materials, and Required Texts

Inderbitzen, Bates, and Gainey. Deviance and Social Control

Online Reading Materials (Provided)

Jones, Angela. 2020. Camming

Tey Meadow. 2020. Trans Kids: Being Gendered in the Twenty-First Century

Tamura Lomax. 2018. Jezebel Unhinged: Loosing the Black Female Body in

Religion and Culture.

Course Requirements

● Internet connection

● Access to CourseDen

● Cloud Storage (Google Drive, DropBox, iCloud, One Drive, etc.)

● Time. Approximately 1-3 hours per week outside of class for reading and
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completing assignments.

Course Structure

This course is a survey course. This means that you will be required to keep to the reading

schedule and be prepared for each course period to participate in a full discussion of the

readings. If discussion assignments online are assigned due to unforeseen circumstances, a

rubric for completion will be provided.

Online Resources

CourseDen should be accessed regularly. You should check your student email daily as that will

be my way of communicating to you outside of class. I do not use chat/DM features on

CourseDen systems. Please click on aunty and everything inside our course online. All

documents and assignment uploads will happen there.

A Note about CourseDen

CourseDen systems periodically undergo maintenance.  This usually happens on

Friday evenings.  The schedule is posted on the MyCourses page.

Student Learning Outcomes and Objectives

Students taking this course will learn to:

● analyze deviance or violation of social norms from a sociological perspective

● develop a working knowledge of sociological theories of deviance

● apply sociological theories of deviance to explain and understand the processes involved in

creating norms and the social meaning attached to breaking those norms

● discover and re-evaluate their own ideas, opinions, and values concerning deviance

Students are expected to:

● Review the how to get started information located in the course content

● Introduce yourself to the class during the first week by posting a self-introduction in the

appropriate discussion forum

● Take the practice quiz to ensure that your computer is compatible with Blackboard

● Interact online with instructor(s) and peers

● Review and follow the course calendar

● Log in to the course 3-4 times per week

● Respond to discussion boards, blogs and/or journal postings within 7 days

● Respond to emails within 1-2 days

● Submit assignments by the corresponding deadline

The instructor will :

● Be present and prepared for class

● Email with any changes or send an announcement via CourseDen

● Make every effort to grade in a timely manner (no more than a week) unless otherwise

notified.

● Respond to emails within 24-48 house on business days
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Grading Policy, Calendar, and Assignments

Graded Course Activities

Adult-learning theory will be used to evaluate your performance in this class. Adult-learning theory

tells us that adults learn better in a safe, flexible, and challenging environment. In order to provide

an optimal environment for learning you will have a choice about which grade you will pursue in this

course depending on your personal learning objectives. –Dr. Suzie Macaluso, Abilene Christian

University Anth 101

Points and Assignments are as follows. Our course is asynchronous but

suggested due dates are posted. The final exam will be the last week of

November/First week of December

Points Description

30

5

5

5

15

Deviance Literature Review

Issue choice and summary

Identification of concepts and supporting materials

First draft

Final Draft

20 Norm breaking experiment or essay on

norm-breaking

30 (1x3) Reaction Journal: The Reaction Journal provides

a format for personal reflection and response to

assignments, films, speakers, and class

discussions. It is turned in and graded three

times during the semester. The Journal motivates

you to keep up with readings, indicates what you

are reading and your understanding of course

material, and gives you the opportunity to relate

personal experiences to what you are studying.

750 words

20 Final Exam

100 Total

Viewing Grades in Course Den

Points you receive for graded activities will be posted to the CourseDen Gradebook. Click on the My

Grades link on the top navigation to view your points.
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Letter Grade Assignment

Final grades assigned for this course will be based on the percentage of total points earned and are

assigned as follows.

Letter Grade Points Performance

A 90-100 Excellent Work

B 80-89 Good Work

C 70-79 Proficient Work

D 60-69 Developing Work

F Below 60 Insufficient Work

Course Policies

Login and Participate in discussions

Students are expected to login often and participate.

If you are having difficulty please reach out to me to make an appointment to talk with

me about your academic options. I cannot help you if you don’t communicate.

Build Rapport

If you find that you have any trouble keeping up with assignments or other aspects of the course,

make sure you let your instructor know as early as possible. As you will find, building rapport

and effective relationships are key to becoming an effective professional. Make sure that you are

proactive in informing your instructor when difficulties arise during the semester so that they

can help you find a solution.

Complete Assignments

All assignments for this course will be submitted online otherwise instructed. I do not accept ANY

assignments via email.

Understand When You May Drop This Course

It is the student’s responsibility to understand when they need to consider disenrolling from a

course. Refer to the Academic Calendar for withdrawal/drop dates. After this period, a serious and

compelling reason is required to drop from the course and must go through the Dean of Students.

Incomplete Policy

Under emergency/special circumstances, students may petition for an incomplete grade.

Inform Your Instructor of Any Accommodations Needed

The University of West Georgia is committed to equal educational opportunities for qualified

students with disabilities in compliance with Section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973

and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990. The purpose of Disability Services is to assist

students with disabilities to realize their academic and personal potential. Students with disabilities
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needing accommodation are required to contact Disability Services. All requests for accommodations

need appropriate advance notice by the student to avoid a delay in services. Please discuss approved

accommodations with the faculty.

Commit to Integrity

As a student in this course (and at this university) you are expected to maintain high degrees of

professionalism, commitment to active learning and participation in this class and also integrity in

your behavior in and out of the classroom.

This includes but is not limited to:

The avoidance of abusive language in class or in assignments. Assignments that include abusive

language (racist, sexist, homophobic, ableist, etc. without context or academic merit) will not be

graded.

The proper use of communication via email, in-person interactions, or phone communications is

required. I care very much about all my students, but our relationship has boundaries. Please do not

call or address me by my first name, begin your emails with “hey”, “yo”, or no salutation. Emails

inquiring about information that can be found in this syllabus or other course documents will be

referred to the appropriate document or deleted.

Please respect our collective work together.

For help on constructing great emails (both in school and in life!) check out this link.

Academic Dishonesty Policy

ANY ATTEMPT TO TURN IN THE WORK OF ANOTHER STUDENT, PREVIOUS

STUDENT, PREVIOUS WORK BY THE CURRENT STUDENT FOR ANOTHER

PROFESSOR, PURCHASED WORK, ETC WILL RECEIVE AN ‘F’ FOR THE COURSE

AND A REFERRAL TO THE DEAN OF STUDENTS.

I take plagiarism and honesty in academics very, very seriously. I do not want to fail students,

but I will swiftly and without a second thought.

Important Note: Any form of academic dishonesty, including cheating and plagiarism, may be

reported to the office of student affairs.

Course policies are subject to change. It is the student’s responsibility to check D2L for

corrections or updates to the syllabus. Any changes will be posted in D2L.

https://www.insidehighered.com/views/2015/04/16/advice-students-so-they-dont-sound-silly-emails-essay

